Right-wing misogyny is nothing new, but we are clearly witnessing a fresh and significant global rise of reactionary right-wing movements and governments. This upswing is notable for the specific, and often virulent, ways in which these entities rely on sexism, patriarchy, and misogyny in concert with other forms of bigotry based on citizenship status, ethnicity, religion, and sexual and gender identity. Any list of these might include: the incursions initiated by the US President Donald Trump; Hungary's Prime Minister Viktor Orban; Poland's Law and Justice party (PiS); Brazil's President Jair Bolsanaro's explicit homophobia and antigenderism; the increasing transnational invocations of the "damage" done by "gender ideology" often accompanied by rancorous rallying calls to "antigenderism"; acerbic attacks on the rights of trans people; major push-backs on LGBT+ rights and visibility; the insidious work of self-defined "incels"; and the so very familiar claw-backs on reproductive rights.
So, hetero-patriarchy, misogyny, and racism are not new. Also not new are the fears and anxieties that accompany these kinds of violence. Neither of these are unfamiliar to feminist scholars of politics who have studied not only progressive trends, but also the backlashes against them. We want to put a "thinking dent" into this tide of anxiety, and shift the focus of discussion and reflection by pointing readers toward the selection of thoughtful scholarly feminist work featured in this volume of IFJP. It is just a small selection in the context of the vast scale of cognate work being done in varying ways around the globe, including in the past issues of IFJP in its 20 years of life. Thus in this issue we offer one illustration of the ways in which gender analysis has undergirded so much important research and scholarship, with such interesting and critical results. Just as attacks on feminist insights and research are featured in right-wing propaganda and movement building, we want to call attention to the power of such analysis for both understanding contemporary political phenomena and responding to them.
Here in this particular, vibrant single issue of our feminist journal with an ever more global reach, we showcase writing that traverses several continents, global and local cases, and institutional and movement spaces. Some contributors expertly deploy a range of methods to push forward traditional agendas in skilful feminist fashion, exploring a critical arena for engaging masculine political power -the international and regional dynamics of gendered institutional reforms. We also feature more recent theoretical and methodological approaches that pose searching questions about the role of emotions in both resistance to and support for militarized conflict and dominance, in contexts ranging from Israeli classrooms to the Swedish Armed Forces. Qualitative research also enables a view of visionary Colombian feminist work on peace that has the potential for the wider and more sustainable transformation that so regularly eludes negotiators who are wedded to conventional hegemonic patriarchal patterned thinking. Such research also enables a newly energized revaluation of the work of "femininity" in women-led civil society organizations in Nigeria in the context of the United Nations' highly visible Women, Peace and Security agenda.
So we know hetero-patriarchy, misogyny, and racism are not new. That is why the pages of IFJP, including its Conversations pieces and its book reviews, have never stopped telling the stories and providing the analysis of the forcespeople, institutions, ideas, framing, activism -that the world now sees more vividly through the public performances of globally visible and personally charismatic leaders. We know that the IFJP community of readers, authors, and reviewers share our sense of the urgency about the difficulties facing not only feminists but so many others whose communities, rights, and very lives are on the line in these foreboding times. We also know that you want to know more about how feminists around the world understand these struggles locally and in comparative perspective. We hope you, like us, will find these pieces and the kinds of effort they represent to be a potent reminder of how far global feminist scholarship has come, its abundant presence, and the insights it offers all of us as we move forward into our challenging futures.
